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Students showed up for school on December 8
with global war staring them in the face. As often happens
in time of great stress, there was a feeling of calm. Mrs.
Van Loan, when she heard about the attack on the Pacific
Fleet, gathered her staff together and made the terse an-
nouncement, "we are at war."

Those who thought that nothing more could be
done, that longer hours couldn't be worked, that no more
students could be crammed into that rickety old building
at Fourth and Madison, had not reckoned with Lillian Van
Loan and (the second billing is deliberate) a very powerful
U.S. Government.

In a matter of days, the vocational school cranked
up. Jack Lamb and his students tore through the school
taking pictures of everyone they could find for the l.D.
cards that Mrs. Van Loan had ordered.

(Later the photographic program would come
almost to a standstill because of a shortage of silver, a
prime ingredient in film.)
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In less than a week, every student and every staff
member was walking around with an I.D. card pinned to
his or her chest.

As other weeks passed, and as the war news grew
worse, EVS seemed to forget about everything else and
simply concentrated on meeting the demands of war
production. Mel Gaskill's aviation students barely had
time to unpack before they were packing again for the
giant assembly lines at Boeing and the air fields at
Tacoma and Spokane. Welders and metal workers were
sent to the Portland shipyards as fast as they could learn
to weld and work metal.

Placement jumped from 270 in 1940 to 1,026 in
1941 and would hit 2,310 before December, 1942.

To hit such placement figures, the vocational
school had to operate 24 hours a day, 12 months a year.
But that caused a problem, too: how to keep from being
seen at night. The entire West Coast, still shaking from the
ease with which the Japanese had slipped into Pearl Har-
bor, was under a strict blackout policy. In Sn Diego, one
of the large aircraft manufacturing plants even built a golf
course on its roof to camouflage the building from the air.

Old Geary was particularly vulnerable to light
leaks and it was feared for awhile that despite their
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necessity, the night operations might have to be aban-
doned.

Grant Orme didn't believe it for a second. You
want a blackout," he said, 'III fix you a blackout."

Soon windows were shuttered, doors were in-
sultated. and cracks in the ancient walls of Old Geary
were plugged up. Orme had kept his promise.

But Mrs. Van Loan wanted to see for herself. For
some time she had been in the habit of setting her alarm
for 3 a.m. so she could visit each shift at least once or
twice during the week.

Shortly after the blackout went into effect, she
drove Bouncer out to the school a few hours before
sunrise to try to spot even the smallest shaft of light com-
ing from inside. She was looking up at the second floor
when suddenly a voice came down from the fence above
her.

"It's okay. You don't have to be out here snooping
around."

It was Grant Orme, the day-shift welder and the
Phantom Blackout Maker.

The war bulled along and the school system found
itself involved in a "sugar ration system, salvage
programs for lead, tin, burlap," and in "air raid
precautions and war stamps and bonds."

Not everything was war oriented, however. One
teacher felt in love and got married. She also got fired.
The Board brushed off her appeal to stay on the ob by
citing standard Board policy that "in case the teacher un-
der this contract is a woman, and she marries at anytime 53
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after signing same. said teacher agrees that this contract
shall become null and void.'

There were other priorities too. A hospital atten-
dants program began along with a greater emphasis On
homemaking and child care. There was also the Trade
Training Program, a long-term well-rounded course of
separate four-hour courses that included agriculture auto
mechanics, creative design, custom millinery and dress
design, general aviation mechanics, home service,
machine operating, office training, photography, radio,
retail selling and general woodworking. And there was a
night program called Distributive Education for
waitresses, grocery clerks, shoe salesmen, package
wrappers, window display, show card writing and general
selling.

On the home front, World War II was a curious
combination of commerce, flag waving, doing without,
and business-as-usual. All along the quiet residential
streets west of the business district, families grew Victory
Gardens and pasted gas ration coupons on the
windshields of their cars.

And all the while, the Eugene Vocational School
continued to outgrow itself like a pimply teenager out-
grows three pairs of long pants in a single year. By 1942,
enrollment had grown to almost 2,500 students of which
2.300 had found jobs either in the Army, civil service or
any one of the many industrial giants. That same year the
Eugene Airpark was turned over to EVS for its aviation
mechanics programs. A new municipal airfield, named
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With its expanded facilities, EVS promptly con-
tracted with the Army and the Army Air Corps to turn out
even more war workers in two major federal
programs: Off Reservation Training and the Mechanic
Learner Training Program.

Army Air Force mechanics and technicians were
processed like carrots and squash during canning
season. As Oregon's ORT training depot, the program
was central to EVSs war effort and soon demanded the
attention of not only its commanding officer (Maj. C. C.
Minty of Ogden, Utah, Air Base) but also of war officials at
the highest levels.

Off Reservation Trainings companion program
for civil service trainees was the Mechanical Learner
Training Program.

MLTP was typical of the federal government's love
affair with alphabet soup operations. It was also typical in
that it worked. Beginning with 35 students, by June of '42,
it had soon grown to 300 in a dozen different courses.

Nobody got rich in MLTP. especially by 1942 stan-
dards. A trainee, who had to pass both a civil service and
medical exam before being accepted, received only $75 a
month while in school and $125 a month on the job. But
they were all dedicated, most of them were young, and
thousands of them were women.

One of them was Pat Milligan. Pat, known as
"Mulligan Stew' by her classmates, was 16 years old and
working in Corvallis in 1942.

Woman ben9 t,aned fl Arc WeId'ng for Oregon StaC Yards n Po,fta'rd
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As one of four children of a widowed mother, Pat
was at a dead end. Her mother could not support the en-
tire family and had sent Pat from her home in Grants Pass
to live with a family in Corvallis where she worked for her
room and board. But that job ended and she was out of
work and out of a place to live.

Her mother had heard about the Eugene
Vocational School and wired Pat two dollars along with
some advice: go to Eugene. By the time she arrived in
Eugene, her two dollars were gone. She was desperate.

"When I got there (EVS), I talked to the director
and the first thing he told me was that I was too young."

(Pat must have talked to assistant director Dale
Perry because Mrs. Van Loan was still head of the school.
Age requirement for full-time, non-high school students
was 17, even though the school sometimes bent the rules
a little, as it did in the case of Miss Milligan.)

"After I told him I didn't have any money and no
place to go, he gave in and let me take an aptitude test."

'Then he found me a place to live, a boarding
house at 11th ave. and Taylor that was run by Mary
Cothrell. A lot of the other girls lived there, too.

"Room and board was $65 a month and Mrs.
Cothrell was like a mother to us; and I sure needed that,
believe me."

If a mother is patient, then Mrs. Cothrell was much
like a mother to Pat. It was three months before she was
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N,ta Ziniker. 942, was war-t,nre ranty because she
was one of the few women students to own her own car

paid, yet Mrs. Cothrell "carried" her on the books for the
entire period.

Once in school, Pat enrolled in an aviation elec-
trical class at the Airpark. From 11th and Taylor she could
take a bus to the end of the pavement at Chambers St.
and walk the last few blocks to class.

A World War II bomber came fitted with miles of
electrical wiring and hundreds of instruments, taking
months to learn. "Mulligan Stew" started in January of
1943. She would not finish until September.

In between, under the scrutiny of her instructors
Barney Eastlick and Ed Conant. she studied diagrams,
wiring, circuits. sandblasting sparkplugseverything
electrical that made an airplane tick.

In class, Pat wasn't exactly Rosie the Riverter, but
she was close. She wore dark blue cotton coveralls, white
shortsleeved blouses, "crazy caps" to keep the hair out of
her eyes, and absolutely no hand jewelry ("it was too
dangerous around the machinery.").

Safety was important. And so was security. Pat
and the rest of her class, besfdes sitting through ten hours
of first aid and being drilled on how to put out magnesium
fires (magnesium is a major aircraft building material),
learned that "a slip of the lip can sink a ship" and that even
the Airpark in Little '01 Eugene was off limits to un-
authorized visitors. 57



But Pat's lip was buttoned. Even the blueprints
she worked with and those she drew remained locked up
at night during those early dreary days of World War II.

They were dreary days; the big island had fallen
and the United States was taking a beating. It would be
well over a year before the war department would allow
photos of dead American soldiers, scattered across a
South Pacific beach, released to the public.

To fill the gap, the U.S. war machine was working
overtime causing a shortage of almost every household
and industrial item at home.

"When we first started," said Pat, "we were sup-
posed to learn how to draw blueprints, sure, but we also
had to be able to go out and design our own tools when
we needed them. Because of the shortage, they just
weren't around."

One of my first projects, as a matter of fact, was
to design and build a good 'peepsight'."

That was pretty heady stuff for a 16-year old from
Corvallis.

The hours were long and the food was good ("the
airport cook was a mom to everyone. But she sure could
be stern if you misbehaved.") but wasn't without it's
recreation or light moments.

Small town recreation at pre-war prices was still
ava,lable in Eugene during the war. Movies were 35 cents
(we saw every one that came to town.') and canoes were
cheap for a trip down the millrace on a hot summer's day.
You could rent them at the east end of the "race" (near
where the Black Angus restaurant is now) or you could
swim in the pool that was located nearby.

During the fall, there were football games at the
WPA-built Civic Stadium, summer bean-picking across
from the country club, bowling above what is now the 88-
cent store on Willamette Street, and dances anytime at
union halls and fraternal clubs all over town.

And there were the wrestling matches.
How we loved the wrestling matches! One night

one wrestler chased another out of the ring and then out
of the building and into the parking lot.

"He caught him (the other wrestler) out by one of
the cars and started bashing his head against the
fender...so hard it put a dent in it.

'That was bad enough, but pretty soon the owner
of the car came out and I guess he got pretty mad about
the dent in his fender and he started beating up on the
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Shortly alter the war oega'r eleven EVS nstructors supped out to North Ireland to work for
Lockheed Overseas Corporat'on Left to ugh! George Mast. Ed Conan!. Harold Poets

Elflannan Thomas. Don T,iden. Mel GaskIl. Vc Watts, Vale Srn,th, Carl Kuhr,e. Earl
McCarthy (lest step(. and Clarence Crochet. (upper steps

After graduation, most students found
jobsthose that hadn't already been guaranteed
placementin the northwest, particularly in Spokane and
Tacoma, Washington. One of them. Gladys Compton,
hired on as an aircraft mechanic at McCord Field in
Tacoma (now McCord Air Base) only after proving she
could dismantle an aircraft engine into its 6.000 parts and
put it back together again.

By 1943 great changes had taken place at the
vocational school. Enrollment had climbed to more than
2.800; the NYA camp, after serving as disaster head-
quarters during the Big Flood of 43, had been turned over
to the city; the Out-Of-School-Youth-Program (another
division of National Defense training) was training truck
mechanics, electricians and carpenters in Elkton,
Spencer Creek, Oakridge and Bryce Creek; and city
fathers were already talking about a veterans' rehabilita-
tion program.

That program soon attracted the attention of Yank
Magazine. which sent a sergeant by the name of Oliphant
to write a cover story on it for world-wide distribution.
Oliphant later became a well-known political cartoonist. 59



But in 1943, despite the optimism of the city
fathers, the light at the end of the tunnel was barely visi-
ble. The Eugene Vocational School still had a war on its
hands.

Not only was it a war against a far-away enemy, it
was also a war against fatigue, time, and the ceaseless
deterioration of buildings and equipment.

Old Geary was holding up fairly well, but the Air-
park was derelict. Classrooms were lined in beaver board
and the ceiling was sealed with flattened cardboard box-
es. The hangar was heated by a rickety old wood-burner
which was fed by 40 cords of wood a year, hand-cut by the
staff and students.

"We were forever setting the walls on fire,"
remembered Mel Gaskill.

It was at the Airpark where a great deal of the Off
Reservation Training program flourished. OAT, which was
primarily responsible for enrollment jumping from 474 in
1940 to almost 3,000 three years later, was also responsi-
ble for backbreaking 24-hour-a-day shifts in the
classroom and in the shops where students, sometimes
doubling up to get out in three months instead of six,
worked an exhausting schedule. On the graveyard shift,
both students and teachers spent most of the time stan-
ding at their desks to keep from going to sleep.

Mel Gaskill was one of them, at least until the
summer of 1943 when he and ten other teachers were
sent to Ireland and a top-secret operation for the
Lockheed Overseas Corporation. The war at home was
over for George Mast, Ed Conant. Harold Priest, Elhannan
Thomas, Don Tilden, Mei Gaskill, Vic Watts, Yale Smith,
Carl Kuhne, Earl McCarthy and Clarence Crocker. They
would spend the rest of it inspecting and working with
such American warplanes as the P-38. B-17 bomber, and
P-47 Thunderbolt. And the war was also over for Glenn
Miller, whose plane plowed into the English Channel, and
former instructor Lt. Harvey MacHewitt, whose plane
smashed into the Texas hardpan.

But not all the news was so grim. Eugene
housewife Goldie Burkhart took a woodworking class to
build kitchen cabinets for her home: 17-year old Eugene
High School senior Jim Hall built an 18-foot sloop, and
George Zahn and his parents enrolled together in the
aviation programGeorge. a Seaman Second Class, later
beat out 982 other applicants for a post-graduate aviation
training program with the Navy while his parents landed

60 war production jobs in Spokane.



The Eugene Vocational School profited too. When
ORT ground to a halt shortly before the war ended, Mrs.
Van Loan leaned on Mahlon Sweet to lean on his friend,
Gen. Hap Arnold, for some help in beefing up the school's
equipment inventory.

Equipment sent to the school by the Army had
been identified with the initials SVDState Vocational
Department (EVS people immediately turned that around
to read "swiped from vocational department"), but Mrs.
Van Loan, knowing the value of the equipment and
machines on loan to EVS, wanted it to stay. It was to be
one of her legacies to the school.

In a matter of weeks, Army enlisted men showed
up at the vocational school with instructions from the top
brass: anything EVS wants, EVS gets. Some of that
equipment is still being used by Lane Community College.

By 1944, the war had turned completely around.
Prophets were predicting an end in weeks. Realists were
looking at a year, maybe a little less. Changes were being
made.

Lillian Van Loan was gone, appointed a few
months earlier as director of the placement bureau for the
Oregon State Teachers Association. At her going away
dinner at the Eugene Hotel, she received a gold watch
from the staff and lavish praise from the Register-Guard
which quoted her philosophy concerning the vocational
school, a philosophy that hasn't changed in 30

Rathc, class. Eugese Vocational School.
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A pnzed photograph of Eleanor Roosenelt and LIl,an Van Loan
Iounng Art Ctoughs creahse design department

years: Our effort is to find an answer for anybody who
comes through that door whether his age is 17 or 70."

Dale Perry was her successor.
Perry took charge at a major crossroads in the life

of the Eugene Vocational School. His staff had
grownHoward Monosmith was now director of the
machine shop, William Henderson was director of the
sheetmetal shop (earlier his students had constructed
loud-speaker cabinets for ships of the fleet), and Russell
Stokes was director of the foundry with its 45-foot
cupolabut it had also shrunk. Several staff members
had gone off to war and some, like Jack and Catherine
Lamb who had opened up a photography shop, had
returned to private business.Many of the old-timers were
still around, however. Roger Houglum, his Signal Corps
program virtually depleted of students and
rapidly disappearing federal funds, was there. So was Art

Clough.
Clough's war efforts were already well-known

throughout vocational education and in the war produc-
tion industry. It was dough who spent 12 nights at draf-
ting tables with his students developing a workable in-

structional kit for students of the Hamilton propellera
packet of drawings and overlays that was adopted by the
Air Force and used throughout the world until a few years
ago.

Aviation was still the major EVS program in the
62 waning days of World War II. More than half of Oregon's



contribution to the aircraft industry came from EVS at one
time or another, 60 percent of it women including
teenagers like Barbara Bjerke and grandmothers like
Susan B. Lewis.

And it was aviation that finally put an end to the
war on a hot August day in 1945. With Japan's surrender.
the future of the Eugene Vocational School was uncertain.
The classrooms and shops that had buzzed around-the-
clock for four years suddenly were empty after 5 p.m.
Some of them were empty, period. Programs that had
gradually been cutting back for months were cut out en-
tirely. Students disappeared and staff members were
laid off. The Great EVS Drought began.

But on the horizon were noises. The noises were
troopships docking in New York and San Francisco. And
the troopships were filled with shortimers on their way
home to start the first trickle of the post-war baby boom.
They were also on their way home to find jobs.

Someone had to train them for jobs. to turn them
into qualified electricians, mechanics, draftsmen, radio
announcers, shoe clerks.

EVS. which had just gone through one "golden
age" was about to embark on another. It was an age of
rehabilitation, of retraining, of rethinking.

It was an age of renewal.

The otci madune shop. 5 the base,r,ent at Gear
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Uriflke the doughboys before them who had spent
only about a year in the trenches, World War Ii's GI's had
for the most part, been away from home for two, three and
sometimes four years.

They had grown up in a demoralizing Depression
and had shipped off to war in their teens, returning in 1945
and 1946, as one veteran put it, "knowing nothin' about
nothing".

Most of them did not have a trade to speak of.
Many had learned how to type or to operate a field radio
or to perform hamburger surgery on a battered P-38. but
wartime training had been expeditious, to say the least.
with one thought in mindget the hardware to the front in
a hurry.

But 1946 was a new world. They had left as boys
and girls and had come home as men and women, ready
to work, to buy and to live it up.

Because is had never happened before, no one
was quite sure what all that meant at the time, but they
were willing to learn. The Eugene Vocational School was
to learn in a hurry.

EVS had slumped badly in the months immediate-
ly following V-J Day. A school that had seen more than
$300000 in federal funds pumped into it during a global
war, suddenly was withoutwithout students, without
staff, without money. Much of its equipment, finagled from
Hap Arnold, sat idle. But new director LeRoy Erdmanfl,
who had taken over after Dale Perry left, had a strong
background in vocational education. He had been in-
strumental in the embryonic beginnings of the Oregon
Institute of Technology (until recently the Oregon
Technical Institute) when it was still an R & R center for

64 malaria-stricken marines.



He and assistant director W. W. (Bill) Cox-
-himself a vocational education expert from
Astoriawent to work when the school was still quiet but
while the rumblings in the near future were growing
louder. They were the rumblings of veterans waiting in line
to get in, at one point nearly 500 of them.

The rehabilitation program set up by the city
fathers, and, in EVSs case, by Dale Perry, was about to
roll. It had already taken hold across the country in the
form of that second or third oldest of professionsap-
prenticeship training.

Bill Cox was hired a few weeks before V-J Day to
formulate the veterans' apprenticeship program and to
work closely with the University of Oregon in the still-new
area of veterans' affairs. A satellite program for vets plan-
ning on returning to the farm was also started, with Earl
Britton as director. Already the state employment service
and the special U of 0 community rehabilitation program
was processing the ex-Gl's by the hundreds.

Still the vocational school waited. At the Airpark,
the site of thousands of hours of around-the-clock train-
ing, the aviation mechanics and maintenance areas had
fallen into disarray. Weeds overran the classrooms and
rust ate away at the equipment. Mel Gaskill. who had
returned from Ireland, was summoned to the school.

To get the aircraft program back on its feet, what,
asked Erdmann, would Gaskill suggest. Gaskill looked
around him. Pasteboard was still covering the cracks in

Appretces at work.



Advisory committee. Left to right: Jenks Darr,
Bill Co. Lee Estirig, Jens Horstrup, Joe Willis.

the walls and ceiling. Tables still sat about, one set of legs
shorter than the other to compensate for the slope in the
floor.

Gaskill submitted a list of suggestions to the
director and, after a little man-to-man bargaining, agreed
to stay on two weeks to make sure his suggestions were
followed.

He stayed a little longer, retiring in 1974 as head
of the mechanics department at Lane Community
College.

Meanwhile Cox was busy. He was helping
organize a local apprenticeship council comprised of
labor, management and representatives from the general
public. Later, when the program had grown up, separate
councils were established for each trade: one for
plumbers, one for electricians, one for painters and so
forth.

But the year or two after the war were simpler
times, times when the GI Bill paid for everything plus a few
bucks on the side and when only two apprenticeship op-
tions were offered:

The regular three, four, or five year training
program under a journeyman, and

A shorter irregular program for "unskilled"
jobs such as retail sales. Later that program was expand-
ed to make room for University of Oregon students who
wanted the insurance of vocational training added to their
more liberal arts instruction at the school on Thirteenth
Avenue.

Apprenticeship and other post-war training did
have its detractors, its worry-warts. Some felt it was too

66 much too fast. Others, not so sympathetic to organized



labor, pictured it as a fast way for unions to fill their ranks
and protect themselves against cheap labor. Not true said
Bill Cox.

"By no means was the (apprenticeship) program
ever a diploma mill. There never was any question about it
being a cheap labor deal for the trades to take advantage
of."

Indeed the union locals liked the program and
worked closely with Cox to make it successful. Here's how
it worked for one man, Joris Johnson. After he was dis-
charged from the Army, Johnson reported to the
Veterans' Rehabilitation Center at the University of
Oregon.

"I took a series of aptitude tests and went through
some personal interviews before I finally decided that I

wanted to be an electrician.
Hamilton Electric hired me and I was accepted,

along with about 15 other guys, into the electrical appren-
ticeship program.

"My tuition was $12 a term. I got 60 cents an hour
at Hamilton Electric and $90 a month from the GI Bill,
which was cut little by little as I got closer to $400 a month
at Hamilton. On top of that, since most apprentices were
expected to provide their own tools, the VA allowed me
$100 for equipment."

Johnson got credit for on-the-job training and
eight stages of "related training" that amounted to 144
hours of instruction in such areas as blueprint reading,
drafting, physical science and the actual "related" sub-
jects that pertained directly to electrical work.

One of his classmates was a mechanics student
named Robert Maxwell, a winner of the Congressional
Medal of Honor.

Johnson stuck with the program four years, finally
earning his journeyman card and being accepted as a full-
fledged member of the union. In a few years, he would
return to EVS as a related-training instructor and even-
tually. at Lane Community College, would hold essentially
the same position held by Bill Cox in 1946.

The apprenticeship program was not the only
magnet drawing veterans to the vocational school in the
1940's. Art Clough's creative design class, which had
made the transition from wartime production to civilian
commerce as f the war had never happened, was still one
of the strongest programs in the school.

His students made decorative wood carvings for
Weyerhaeuser Corporation. the airports at Eugene and
Medford and for just about anyone who wanted them. 67



Mrs. Van Loan still has a carving made for her by Lone
Cross, now a Eugene businessman.

His classes also served as a free house-design
service for Eugene's booming home-building industry.
Dozens of families came to Clough's classes, sometimes
with only a dream, sometimes with a few sketches made
on a napkin. They left with a complete floor plan. The ser-
vice grew so successful and popular that soon the Univer-
sity of Oregon School of Architecture began sending
students to dough to pick up pointers.

Inventors also utilized the creative design class,
calling on students to help them work up patent drawings
and models. Some students designed and built their own
boats. One designed a service station that became one of
the busiest in the city. And when Eugene decided it need-
ed a bridge across the Willamette River to connect the city
with the growing northeast side, Clough decided his class
should help.

While city engineers were busy plotting the best
location for the bridge (i.e. the best intersection), dough's
students fanned out through the city and conducted what
is believed to be Eugene's first traffic survey.

For three weeks, they watched traffic flows, made
notes and sketches, and gathered together evenings to
report their findings. Finally, using the technique of
transparent overlays that had stood the Air Force on its
ear with the Hamilton Prop Episode, they fashioned a
complete study of every intersection in town, pinpointing
all but one bad intersection.

Then, using the survey as a guide, they laid out a
suggested bridge and ramp system that coincided with
the city engineers version in all but two
respects: dough's class had an elevated off-ramp exiting
at 12th Avenue instead of Seventh and Eighth, and it had
drawn in an extra ramp the city didn't have. Within five
years, that ramp was added.

In the meantime, the rest of the vocational chOOI
pulled out of its slump and, in fact, began looking around
for more space. Ironically, the 'extra space" was 40 miles
away.

Corvallis' Air Force station, Camp Adair, was vir-
tually deserted in the late 1940's; buildings were empty,
haunted with sounds of marching troops and memories of
the days when busloads of NYA girls would arrive from
Eugene for Friday night dances. Two Camp Adair
buildingstwo-story theatreswere simply sawed in half,
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to provide space for 300 veterans in the vocational-
agriculture, carpentry and machine shop programs.

The space was well used, for EVS was expanding,
not only in its regular programs (Roger Houglum, for in-
stance, was already putting the pieces together for KRVM)
but in new fields it had never tried before.

In 1947 Cox looked at the night apprenticeship
and newly-returned trade improvement programs and
saw that there was an area still missing. It was the area of
self-improvement, an area where students not necessarily
bent on entering a trade could learn new skills or hobbies.
These days it is the fastest growing form of education in
the United States. It is called adult education.

At first an experiment (it did not become a fully-
Operational program until the late 1950's), adult education
began with a few classes in homemaking, dress making,
fitting, pattern alteration, meal planning, cake decorating
and upholstery. Upholstery was an instant success.

When it began, with Mae Frye as the instructor,
more than 300 students tried to sign up at once, setting a
trend of packed classes that continued through the
remainder of the vocational school's years.

1947 was also a big year for beards, fishing and
radio.

Eugene was about to celebrate its centennial, a
ritual thatas might be expectedproduced an order

Barrei chairs were aH irie rage *,!t Mae Frye's upho'stery cass. Locator: the second floor
of ore of the war surphus butdrgS trucked down to Eugene from Camp Adar n Corvafhs
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Early staff at a party Left to rrght around table Ahce Barrhart, Bob GeIrring,
L L Erdmann, Oscar Johnson, Clarence Crocker (hidden). James Fortt, Roger Houglurri.
Mel Gaslull (hand in air), Elmer Gifford, Mabel Phelps. Ray Ccrnel,us, Carl Lernke.
Art Cloiigh. George Mast. Earl Britton. Archie Bell. Bill Cox (hidden), Rutti Thygeser

from Erdmann that all male staff members attempt to
sprout whiskers for the occasion. Meanwhile, female staff
members were urged to wear nineteenth-century clothes.
R was that kind of school in those days: close-knit.

Birthdays and holidays were excuses for staff par-
ties. And every year. including 1947, the staff helped
celebrate the beginning of fishing season with a cigar-
smoking, card-playing trip to Diamond Lake.

But the biggest news of 1947 was the coming of
radio station KRVM.

Roger Houglum had dreamed of something like
KRVM for years. Bill Cox once called it one of the three
biggest advancements made by the Eugene Vocational
School in its 27-year history; if nothing else, it played a big
role in bringing EVS's net worth up to a record $400000
and job placements to more than 8.000.

Post-war prosperity had a dramatic influence on
commercial radio. During the war, the federal government
had placed a freeze on construction of new radio stations
but soon after the last bomb fell, investors scrambled to
get in on the action. In pre-war days, the majority of radio
broadcasts had originated from cities and large towns.
Eugene had been served by commerical radio from about
1924 when KORE first established itself as a successful

70 station; before that, a one-horse operation called



KFATrun by two advertising dentistsoperated inter-
mitently but it folded in about 1923.

After 1945 radio took some giant steps to some
very small places. Small communities, like Bend, Burns,
Roseburg and Lakeview, which had never had local
stations began to build them. Consequently there was a
new job market for announcers, salesmen, engineers and
managers.

Houglum saw KRVM as a training ground to feed
that market. Early in the year he and Erdmann consulted
on what was needed to operate a full-time radio station.
They decided on a control room and two studiosone
large. one small. Because of the money pinch, the studios
would share equipment. The whole operation would be on
the second floor of the Geary Building and would transmit
primarily to the district's elementary, junior and senior
high schools.

Later in the year, as construction on the station
progressed. the FCC assigned the station the call letters
WBWB. Houglum fired off a memo to Washington remin-
ding the FCC that radio stations east of the Mississippi
have call letters beginning with "W", while those west of
the river started with K". After an embarrassed silence.
the new letters KRVM arrived.

The tw boa&a5t f cRVM. Dec 8. 1947 Left !o rçf1 Bud WnQflt. Hafvey B,a.'.
Leo feefz Ree s now dweclo of lraos1i eog.neeoog for It ABC ntrk.
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On December 8, KRVM signed on the air as the
first educational FM station west of Minneapolis and north
of San Francisco. It was staffed by students or volunteers.
No one was paid.

Programming essentially came in two
categories: 1) productions by local schools, such as
"Singing Time" and Art on the Air', and 2) electrical
transcription. In other words, 16-inch records.

"Electrical transcriptions" were a part of KRVM for
several years until tape recording was developed. Some
of them were rented or purchased but most came free
from companies like Westinghouse and General Electric.
Some programs like "Great Moments in Oregon History"
(from KOAC, in Corvallis). "Mr. Presidents' (KUGN), and
"Favorite Story" narrated by Ronald Coleman (KORE)
were loaned.

The success of KRVM closed out the 1940's on a
positive note. The Eugene Vocational School had begun
the decade as an experiment floundering around in an
educational no-mans land on a nickle-dime budget. A
world war had made it grow up in a hurry; maybe in too
much of a hurry. In the 1950's that would soon follow,
never again would the vocational school play such a
dramatic role in the community or the nation. It would
mellow, grow a little bit old, eventually be jolted somewhat
by a fire marshall and the Russians, and, in the course of
time, it would run out of time.

Tre arge XFVM studio or the t?lrd 50cr of ft'e Geary Duidrig
Left s Do.' ASOerw.' an accomp1stied panat. *50 got .s baclgrourld 'r'
pqogran'n,'g and engreerog at KAVU The student announcer e NoiTrian feseffl
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As the decade changed, the Eugene Vocational
School had some new competition. While a couple of
other communitiesnotably Oregon Citywere develop-
ing vocational schools of their own, the state was also
deciding the fate of Oregon Technical Institute in Klamath
Falls. The Navy had given up the site as a rehabilitation
center for malaria-infested marines and OTI was asking
for statewide support for a solid funding base. The
Register-Guard wondered editorially why OTI needed
more money; EVS, it felt, was doing a fine job on a small
budget and such an effort by an established school
should be an example to the proponents of the Oregon
Technical Institute.

EVS was indeed doing a fine job on a small
budget. The Civil Aeronautics Administration approved
the school as the only facility in Oregon for training air-
craft and aircraft engine mechanics, a step that coincided
with a decision by Cox (who was now director of the
school) and Mel Gaskill to again attempt to recruit women
for the aviation programs. Women had been informally
excluded from aviation mechanics and maintenance since
the end of World War II.

At about the same time, Clarence Crocker's
students designed and tooled a precision lathe for
Eugene High School and KRVM started a quiz show for
elementary school students called "Information Please.

And also at about the same time, Bill Cox's
second-most-important-advancement-at-EVS got un-
derway. It was the Licensed Practical Nursing Program.

The Register-Guard reported in late November of
1950, when enrollment had hit 1.539, that the first LPN
class had started school. But it was a false start, bogged
down in red tape for several years until 1957 when Ellene
Goldsmith led it out of the woods and into the classroom
for good.

Mrs. Goldsmith remembers part of the problem
was the curriculum approval process which first had to be
"accepted by the American Vocational Association, the
Oregon Technical and Industrial Association, the local ad-
visory board, and the state nursing board" before it could
begin operation. 73
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Once that was accomplished, students were put to
work, spending 400 hours of study over a year's period.
Until they were capped (usually in October), they spent
most of the time in the classroom and only three hours a
day "on the floor" at Sacred Heart General Hospital. After
capping, however, the ratio switched and the students
began spending six hours a day at the hospital and only
one day a week (Mondays) in the classroom.

In guiding the class (which she did alone until
1962 when she got her first assistant), Mrs. Goldsmith had
some helpher little black book. The "little black book"
was as much a fixture as bedpans were to the LPN
students of the 50's; it contained prayers and devotions of
all faiths, messages that were read each day before the
beginning of class by the instructor or a student. There
was a minor flap over the church/state issue for a short
time but it subsided when Mrs. Goldsmith persuaded her
critics that comfort of the patient was more important.

The patient's comfort was very important because
the patient was fast becoming the vocational school itself.
Despite new courses in aviation sheet metal, auto
mechanics for women and an ambitious adult education
program that was enrolling more than 700 homemakers"
a year, the post-war honeymoon was almost over. Enroll-
ment had fallen off drastically in many areas and had
leveled off in others. The radio course was down to three
instructorsone of them working at night. For the first
time in its 14-year history, it looked as if the vocational
school might have to recruit students.

Petorrn,ng a Iand,ng gear retractOo test Left to rgtTh
Clayton Ffotteen. James Longacre. Lewis Mortensen, Mel Gaskult, Darrel Mansveld
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Barely three years earlier, students had been
standing in line for classes: extra staff members had been
brought in to handle the overflow; more buildings had
been added. Why the sudden change?

Part of the answer lay in the New Economy.
Technology had taken a new turn almost before anyone
knew it had happened. creating a huge white-collar work-
ing world that had never existed before. Millions of middle
management jobs popped up overnight in the nation's
businessess and corporations. Countless new teachers
were needed to handle the initial onslaught of the post-
war baby boom. Wide-spread use of new gadgets like
computers and telecommunication systems drained
thousands of workers from the ranks of the unemployed.
And with its emphasis still strongly limited to the
traditional vocational programs. EVS was slipping slowly
behind the times.

On the other hand, universities and colleges were
experiencing a tremendous boom. Big business gobbled
up all the college graduates it could get, setting a trend of
fighting over grads that lasted well into the 1960's. Soon
high school studentsoften at the insistence of their
parentsbegan thinking solely in terms of college and the
four-year degree. Even poor students were badgered by
teachers, counselors, parents and their fellow students to
put on the freshman beanie before the high school tassel
was off the rear view mirror.

All of that hurt the Eugene Vocational School. That
and the school's own slow decay. For many, the Great Ex-
periment had long ago become the Great Ho-Hum. The 75
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contributions and excitement of the World War II were
forgotten by much of the community; and in its middle
age, the vocational school had just become another part
of District No. 4, no better nor no worse than any other
school in the city.

Adding to those troubles was the physical decay
of the school's facilities. Old Geary was failing fast, mov-
ing LeRoy Erdmanri to say later that, "We were always
terrified of fire there. It was just a big fire trap." A day
didn't pass that someone did not regret a 1915 decision
by the Board of Education that kept a concrete slab from
being poured for the first floor. The decay reached into
the instructional area too. Equipment that had been new
in 1943 was old in 1944. There never was enough money
to buy all that was needed, particularly when technology
was advancing so rapidly that machinery became ob-
solete sometimes in a matter of months. The Board tried
to help by boosting the budget when it could, and even
went so far once as to allow EVS teachers to sell war sur-
plus equipment on the side to raise money for new
materials.

The newness of thingsnewness of the time, of
other schools, of relatively inexpensive college educations
that lead to high-paying jobsall created a climate of un-
certainty for the Eugene Vocational School.

In the next six or seven years, the uncertainty
would level off as great changes were made in the
physical plant and in the world's politics. Then it would
rise again toward the end of the decade as there was a
subtle shift from the college-degree-for-everyone syn-
drome to a more comprehensive system that combined
vocational, cultural and liberal arts education under one
roof.

It was what 0. D. Adams had been talking about
for 30 years, but it also was what would cause the end of
the Eugene Vocational School.
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In those days when Bill Cox was beating the
bushes for students (with a half-hour recruiting film called
"Train for Tomorrow"), the rest of the vocational school
was heading toward a showdown with the fire chief and
the Russians.

Fire Chief Ed Surfus had declared Geary a fire
trap in 1952, stating that a blaze starting at EVS could
spread throughout the entire west side of Eugene,
creating a major disaster.

A Register-Guard article at the time told how such
a disaster could happen: "A spark on the shingle roof of
the main building could burn a small hole through which
embers could drop into the big, dry and dusty attic,
touching off a pile of dry shavings.

Geary Building. "A small blaze could drop
the already sagging ceiling sup-
ported by sagging and weak trusses
before an alarm had been given.
And, it appears possible that the
splintered and flaming ceiling could
block exits from the top floor
classrooms.

"Fire could spread rapidly
through the drafty building and
flames could jump to the woodwork-
ing shops 15 feet to the west or to the
auto shop the same distance to the
east. A breeze from the west could
supply the last link in the disaster by

peppering the old homes across the street with sparks."
The reporter explained that the same chain of

events could begin in the basement, the photography lab
or in the attic where "there are several tons of discarded
equipment and long-forgotten student projects." 77



To add to the safety hazards, a new truss intended
to strengthen the ceiling had been pulled a foot out of line
by the weight of the ceiling.

Classrooms and the wartime shops were in better
shape. "On the classroom levels, everything is neat and
tidy and freshly painted. Fire extinguishers and hoses
seem in good order and in adequate number. Hallways
are wide and front and rear exits are double doors. There
are, however, no outside fire exits on upper floors.

Out in the shopsone-story buildings put up to
accomodate the wartime crowd of studentsthings are in
much better shape.

Each room has a fire alarm horn, each with a
centrally placed switch. Extinguishers and hoses are
everywhere. They are well-placed near welding torches in
the body shop. In the auto-paint shop facilities are good.
Paints are stored in a special room at the end of the
building."

For Cox and the 300-400 students it was a
headache they were well aware of, one they shared with
school superintendent Clarence Hines who said that the
staff and students would welcome a new building anytime
the taxpayers would supply it. We do the best we can with
a building of that age," but went on to say that im-
provements would be a poor investment and that a plain,
two-story concrete building would be the answer.
However, so much money was being spent on elementary
schools to handle the massive rise in grade school enroll-
ment that little, if any, could be diverted to the vocational
school.

So they were stuck with a tinderbox that had
everyone, especially the fire department, nervous.

Meanwhile though, it was business as usual. A
boat-building fad was sweeping the school as Dick Collver
made somewhat of a name for himself with his race-
winning hydroplanes and Ivan Funke built a 20-foot cabin
cruiser for the grand total of $400.

About the same time, tape recording became ad-
vanced enough to allow KRVM to do away with most of its
16-inch electrical transcriptions and to subscribe to taped
programs from the newly-formed National Association of

Educational Broadcasters.
Another electronic breakthrough was also being

felt at EVS: television. Portland's TV station, KOIN, had
been on the air less than a year when the vocational
school got its hands on Eugene's first closed-circuit televi-
sion station, built almost entirely by KERG's chief engineer

78 Cal Applegate, a descendant of THE Applegates.



KRVM was an anrb,tious producer of local programming, usually leaturirig District 4
children in key roles This t953 photograph shows production of a tire safety progatn

In the background, right, is Eugene rado rrewsrnan Wendy Ray, ar EVS graduate

The newness of television had barely worn off in
early Spring of 1954 when tragedy hit the aircraft
program. Twenty-three year old Bobby Frank Davis was
working on one of the engines when he looked up barely
in time to see a propeller spinning crazily across the floor
ri his direction. In less than a second, the runaway engine

had plowed into the young student, killing him.
An investigation showed that two other students had been
working on the engine without making sure first that it was
bolted down. Once started, the prop pulled it across the
floor and into Davis. A suit by Davis estate was eventually
settled for $1,750.

The death of Davis came at a time when the air-
craft program was about to make some dramatic
changes. Eugene was talking of junking the old Airpark to
make room for developers who wanted to build houses
and stores on the ancient swamp. Mel Gaskill and Carl
Lemke were anxious to see it happen, providing new
facilities were found where the programs could spread
out. They had had enough of the crumbling hangars,
soggy asphalt and especially of the gophers which
burrowed constantly among the delicate engines covering
them with dirt.

Coincidentally, in a few years they would be
relocated on the site of what is believed to be the first air-
strip in Eugenea filbert orchard north of First Avenue
and Monroe Street. a strip that pre-dated the Airpark by
several years. It was also the future site of the ALL NE'I. 79



Don Hostetler right) adjusts home-made TV camera on Eugenes first closed circuit
television system It was constructed by Cal Applegafe, chief engineer of KEAG, and donated
by him for training at EVS. The name of the student on the left is unknown. Circa: 195O

improved Eugene Vocational School. Chief Surfus would
finally have his way.

As the Fifties hit full stridehula hoops. Marilyn
Monroe, ducktail haircuts, credit cards and the Baltimore
ColtsEVS hit middle age. The enrollment problem had
been largely settled by active recruiting, maintaining a
calm but quality public image, a strengthening evening
program, and finally, a deal between the Eugene and
Springfield school districts that allowed some Springfield
High School students to attend the school.

So, enrollment wasn't much of a problem
anymore. In fact, the student body began to look like
every other student body in the country. It had a basket-
ball team (called the "Roadrunners", coached at one time
by a woman), a catalog (never needed until the slump of
the early 50's), a student council, and one program
Licensed Practical Nursing, even had a yearbook called
the "Voyager".

But in 1956, one thing the student body had
always had that no other student body ever had was taken
away. On April 19, after more than 18 years as a teacher,
student of life and Resident Genius, Art Clough retired.
True to O.D. Adams' word, he was not replaced and the
creative design department folded.

Despite its importance in the past, the creative
design department's days were numbered anywayif you
believe a survey taken during 1955 and released to the

80 public in 1957.



Using as a base a 1954 Ford Foundation National
Manpower Commission report on the need for long-range
development of manpower resources, the vocational
school's advisory committee (established in 1952), the
school district, the Eugene Chamber of Commerce and
others joined forces to study the vocational needs of
employers in Lane County. It was only the second such
survey ever taken and it revealed some startling facts-of-
life for the Eugene Vocational School.

The survey team first looked at the national pic-
tureGeneral Electric was saying that in 1965 it would
need to produce twice the amount of goods it was produc-
ing in 1955 with only an 11 percent increase in its
workforceand then at the local scene where most
employers (about 80 percent) felt that pre-employment
training was important, but 78 percent said they had never
hired a graduate of the Eugene Vocational School.
Somehow the two were not getting together.

Where was the flaw? Part of it lay in the potential
students themselves. While nearly 40 percent of them
were trooping off to college to train for professional,
technical and managerial jobs, only 20 percent of
Oregon's job openings fell into those categories. On the
other hand, 29 percent of Oregon's employment outlook
came under the heading "mechanical", while only six per-
cent of the states high school seniors wanted to be
mechanics of any kind.

Another part of the blame was put to counselors,
teachers and parents who, the report claimed, should
make "occupational information and guidance services
available at the senior high school level (so that they can)
help many students make wiser occupational choices." At
the same time. 34 percent of Lane County's high school
graduates were going on to colleges offering a bachelor's
degree, 25 percent were going straight to work, and only
seven percent were going to "other" schools, namely
business and trade schools. Read: Eugene Vocational
School.

So part of the flaw could also be laid to the
vocational school itself. While 257 employers (of 1,300)
were saying they needed transportation mechanics more
than anything else, 700 employers wanted something else
or didn't know what they wanted. That was more than the
next four categoriesmaintenance, electrical, food and
metalcombined, not including those employers who
doubled up on their responses.

Clearly, the vocational school was missing the
pointand it was not entirely its own fault. At least it had 81
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moral support on its side: 74 percent of all employers
questioned indicated that they would cooperate in hiring
'pretrained" graduates of EVS if they fit their needs.

But EVS was between what the military likes to call
"a rock and a hard place". As a district-wide, indeed.
state-wide, service, it was bound to keep up with the
economic times. At the same time, it was a feeder for local
industry which hired 67 percent of its employees from
Eugene, 20 percent from the county, and only eight per-
cent from the rest of Oregon.

The school was at once trying to supply the
employment needs of a wide area (eventually this would
haunt EVS) and the peculiar needs of Lane County, a hat
trick that even the tireless Bill Cox later had to admit was
too much. When it was completed and made public, all
the bar and circle graphs, statistics and data showed
rather plainly thatdespite its success in providing quali-
ty educationthe Eugene Vocational School was not
providing enough.

Somehow EVS would have to start filling the gaps
caused by a shortage of qualified workers in the area's
major industry groups, groups like the construction in-
dustry which claimed a 66 percent shortage of qualified
workers, utlities with 46 percent shortage, and all

82 manufacturing firms with a 40 percent shortage.



At the time of the survey, EVS had programs in
thirteen instructional areas or shops: diesel, auto
mechanics, body and fender repair, automotive tune-up,
business-steno and bookkeeping, radio communications,
radio, advanced radio and TV repair, commercial
photography, machine shop, electrical repair, woodwork-
ing, airframe and powerplant. And of every hundred
students who began training in those programs, 35 would
drop out before the end of six months.

To help fill the requests by Lane County's
employers for more qualified workers for more diversified
jobs. EVS promptly proposed courses in barbering,
cosmetology, the trowel trades, bookkeeping, sales,
laboratory technician, dry cleaning, line and service elec-
trician, engineering aide (covering eight occupations from
designer to metallurgical engineer), firemen and security
guards, cooks, baker, food service managers, graphic ar-
tist, law enforcement, painting and paperhanging, plum-
bing and steamfitting, practical nursing (which would be
making a come-back), sawyer, sheet metal, stationary
engineer, upholstery, and welding.

Still the biggest news was yet to come. The
worldparticularly the world of sciencewas about to go
into shock.

On an October day in 1957the year the
vocational needs survey was published in Lane Coun-
tythe Soviet Union launched a small instrument-filled
satellite into orbit around the earth. It was called Sputnik.

Aulo parg s,ie's
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Constructron of the new tacihty at 200 North Monroe,

Sputnik was an instant sensation in the American
press and soon became a synonym for the space age. But
if the American press and public were excited by Sputnik
American education was stunned. It was producing
nothing on a large scale to match Russian technology.
Public schools felt embarrassed and a little bit impotent;
articles appeared almost overnight "proving" why Johnny
couldn't read his way out of a wet paper bag; cold war On
the homefront came to a boil; and the public began to de-
mand a greater control (i.e. greater emphasis on science,
mathematics and technology) of its schools.

Elementary schools, long accustomed to plaster
of Paris relief maps and Dick-and-Jane Readers began to
add elements of advanced math and astronomy to their
studies. Junior high schools followed suit, pumping
millions of baby-boom teenagers into high schools to
study calculus, college preparatory physics and space
sciences. The federal government gave its blessings and
millions of dollars to the effort.

The Eugene Vocational School fell in line. Cox
looked at Sputnik as giving "us a new impetus, another
surge of growth' at a time when growth was badly need-
ed. An entire program grew from the new space race with
the RussiansThe Electrical Engineering Technician
program, taught by Curt Raynes. EET was the third in
Cox's three major achievements he felt the school made

84 in its 27-year life.



At about the same time the community arid the
Board decided to get serious about finding a new home
for the vocational school. A committee was formed, head-
ed by Ruth Barnes, to look around for a new site. It finally
decided on a plot north of First Avenue bordering the
Willamette River. Located in an area that had once been a
grove of filbert trees, the new site was also on the spot
where Eugene's first landing strip had been located.

Two years later the Board would call for bids.
In the meantime, though, the addition of the Elec-

trical Engineering Technician and other technological
programs also caused basic changes in the Eugene
Vocational School. It, in fact, no longer was called the
Eugene Vocational School. The word "Technical" was in-
serted between "Eugene" and "Vocational", making ETVS
suddenly a card-carrying member of the space age.

Advances in technology, the challenge of the
Russians. unfulfilled needs in the communityall were
not lost on Bill Cox. He. perhaps more than any other
member of the Eugene Technical Vocational School,
knew what was in store for the aging institution.

In another six years it would evolve into the school
O.D. Adams had dreamed it would become all along, a
place where students could get occupational training and
a well-rounded education at the same time, all under one
roof.

It would evolve into Lane Community College.
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From the 1959 "Voyager", the Licensed Practical
Nursing class yearbook:

"July 21School started today with the following
15 women in class: Mrs. Baker, Mrs. Braithwaite, Miss
Conklin, Mrs. Dunn, Miss Heisler, Mrs. Horn, Mrs. Hughes,
Mrs. Hurley, Mrs. Hutchens, Miss Klitzke, Mrs. Lefever,
Mrs. Moon, Mrs. Pierson, Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. White.

"July 22Mr. Nyland and his assistant measured
us for uniforms.

"Aug. 5Officers were elected with the following
results: President, Mrs. Baker; Secretary/Treasurer,
Miss Klitzke; Historian, Mrs. Hutchens.

"Aug. 8Mr. Cox read the following announce-
ment to our class: all of the first practical nursing class
which gruaduated from this school July, 1958 received
passing grades in their State Board examination. One
member of the class received the highest grade in the
state.

"Aug. 20Mr. Cox, director of the Eugene
Vocational School. was remembered on his birthday. He
was presented a gift...appropriately wrapped in a diaper
held securely in place with safety pins, hypo needle,
catheter tube, with a funnel on top for decoration.

"Aug. 26All week this was quite an eventful
week. Beginning on Monday morning, 3 SPNs went to
Sacred Heart Hospital to help take TPRs and give a bath
and make a bed. The students were rotated so that
everyone had a chance to see how it will be next Tuesday
when we start to work at the hospital. We are facing this
with mixed emotions.

"Aug. 29Friday, the last day of school until Sept.
6...we all agreed that we had thoroughly enjoyed our six
weeks of school. At 10 o'clock we had a birthday party
with cake, coffee and a gift for Mrs. Goldsmith who has a
birthday on Sunday. When 2 o'clock came, Mrs.
Goldsmith took all of us to see the University Library. It is
a very beautiful big building, just full of thousands of deep
interesting booksjust think of all the things we don't

86 know!



Bin Go, and Ellene Godsm,th (tar nght) w,th what s bel,eoerj to be
the hrst graduatrng class ,n the Licensed Practical Nursing program

"Sept. 22Today Mrs. Tipton brought the pink
caps that she had made for some of us. She also brought
enough pink "Bobby" pins to secure the caps of the whole
class. The caps look beautiful. Hurrah for Elmer's Glue!

"Oct. 7We have had Mr. Rehling to teach us
skeletal traction for three classes at the hospital. He is a
very practical and interesting teacher. He has fashioned
some tractions of his own that are very effective. We had
Mrs. Lefever on the Foster Frame (and nearly lost her on
the floor), and Mrs. Robinson in Buck's Extension. Mr.
Rehling also demonstrated Dr. Phifer's Exercise Board.

"Oct. 12CAPPING DAY, 2:30 p.m. at the
Vocational School...Mrs. Jackson. president of last year's
class, gave us some good advice, ending with "wear your
cap with love, kindness and dignity.' We each knelt in turn
on a pink satin pillow for Mrs. Jackson to pin on our caps.

"April 20The class drove to Salem to visit the
state hospital. There was an interesting program of tours,
luncheon, panel discussions and a motion picture. We
had a profitable day.

"May 11Much of this A.M. was spent in working
on our year book.

"June 28Graduation exercises will be held at
2:30 p.m. at Sacred Heart Auditorium. Dr. Arthur P. Mar-
tini will be speaker.

"June 29This will be our last day at the school.
We are planning a picnic." 87



There was an innocence about the students in the
Licensed Practical Nursing program that set them apart
from the technological grind of the late 1950s.

Many of them were mature women who had never
quite let go of a childhood dream. With children grown
and gone, or with the prospect facing them of being alone
or of being the only breadwinner, they allowed the dream
to take over. It consumed them, drew them together.

When one dropped out, a little part of every one of
them dropped out. When one triumphed, they all triumph-
ed. Early on they worked without pay, padding up and
down hospital hallways, learning to spell words they could
barely pronounce, working side-by-side with "real"
nurses. In a few years LPN students would start receiving
a stipend of 50 cents an hour, but in the beginning, it was
learning for the sheer joy of learning.

The Class Motto for the Class of 1959 instructed
its followers to give service with love where the need is
greatest". The same class that picked its colors as pink
and white and its flower as the pink carnation also
selected as its class prayer,

"0 Lord, we beseech thee to make known
to us more and more clearly each day the
duties we are expected to perform if we
are to fulfill our destiny. We plead for that
serenity of spirit which trusts confidently
that Thy will may. and must, and can be
done on earth as it is done in Heaven."
What the Licensed Practical Nursing students

lacked in up-town sophistication, a condition that is

generally pretty boring anyway, they made up in
enthusiasm, desire, and determination. Curiously, they
seemed to characterize the typical ETVS student without
caricaturizing him. From the beginning, students at the
vocational school had been wide-eyed without being
rubes. had been enthusiastic without being childish, had
been dedicated without being zealots, and had been dis-
criminating without being elitists.

For nearly 30 years, the vocational school was a
microscopic melting pot of Back Forty and Main Street
Americana. Farm kids from the valley learned how to turn
a lathe next to dropouts from Eugene High School.

Boys and girls, young and old, whites, blacks, In-
dians. and even Indian Indians. winners and two-time
losers worked together. And together they helped win a
wartwo if you count Koreabuild an economy. and ad-
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Groundbreak,ng for new facfit,es at 200 North Monroe.

They lived and worked together in an episode that
was as much emotional as it was physical. From the pad-
dle lines at the NYC camp at Skinners Butte in 1938 to the
days when the basketball team was coached by a woman,
ETVS students clung together. Like most Americans who
had been brought up on a diet of Yankee Ingenuity, they
had little use for things, or people, who didn't work; yet
they also had almost a delicate feel for the human condi-
tion.

Finding themselves in a family, they became
onethey had their fights, liked each other some, shared
love, learned, contributed and received. What they
brought to the vocational school varied. Some brought
skills they could share. Some brought hard luck stories
that were true. Some that were not. What you brought did
not matter as much as what you got, what you left, and
what you lost.

Almost everyone left part of himself; others left
and lost their innocence, some lost their virginity, and
some left their childhood in the instrument panel of a B-17
bomber. What they got is hard to measure. Along the line,
most of them got a job. Some got a wife, or a husband.
Others a trade. An education. But all of them got a look at
each other and at life. And getting a look at life, and get-
ting the best of it, was all that mattered.

In 1959, old Geary was at the end of its rope.
Architects Hamlin and Martin submitted preliminary
drawings for the new ETVS facility and a construction
contract of $348,778 was awarded to Industrial Building
Company. 89
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On September 18, at 11:30 in the morning, the old
filbert orchard north of First Avenue felt the cut of the first
shovel. A little over a year later an "Oregon-proof" Eugene
Technical-Vocational School (covered walkways between
classrooms) was open for business. Even with its new suit
of clothes, ETVS had less than five years left.

The last years of the vocational school were years
of normalcy within the change without. While Mel Gaskill
and his aviation students drew up plans for their portion of
the new building, the state legislature came up with a
study called 'Plans for the Sixties", which established
guidelines for development of area education and com-
munity college districts.

Local educators with their ears to the ground
knew what that meant to the Eugene Technical-Vocational
School. To follow the dictates of the Plans for the Six-
ties", ETVS would have to expand both its facilities and its
services to accommodate students from all areas of the
newly-created district. That meant vocationally as well as
academically.

If it didn't it would have to fold or grow into a giant
regional high school, and there was already a movement
afoot to establish a trade school in Eugene along the lines
of Portland's Benson Polytechnic.

Predictably, the Board of Education was reluctant
to spend the huge sums of money it would take to meet
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the demands of the 'Plans for the Sixties" and decided in-
stead to hire the University of Oregon's Bureau of
Educational Research to answer the question "do we
need a community college?".

The answer was yes.
In its conclusions the Bureau said, "After careful

analysis of all the data presented in this study and a
thorough review of community college programs existing
within the state of Oregon, in Clark College, Vancouver,
Washington, and in two large community colleges in cen-
tral California, it is the considered judgement of the con-
sultants that there is a clear need for the immediate es-
tablishment of a community college in Lane County, to
provide for both manpower requirements needed for the
maintenance of the economy of this area and also for the
large numbers of youth graduating from high school who
need a community college program to maximize their
potential both for themselves and for the society of which
they are a part.

"Considering the social return of a community
college, the data clearly indicate that the costs are. in-
deed, minimum and a very insignificant part of the values
that will be derived for the economy, the cultural and in-
tellectual benefits, and the realization of personal poten-
tial for the citizens of the community.

"The community college provided in this area
should develop an extensive program in cooperation with
educational, agricultural, industrial, com merical and labor
interests. This program should include a well-rounded
technical-vocational program, a lower-division collegiate
program, an adult education program, and a thorough 91



The new airframe and powerplant facilily at 200 North Monroe. While
it lacked some of the "charm" of the Eugene Airpark, at east tn roof
del not leak, the walls were solid, and it was centrally-heated

program in counseling, guidance, and psychological ser-
vices. It should be pointed out that although we separate
phases of the community college program for discussion
purposes, the program itself should be conceived as a
whole. Each part reinforces the whole, and no part would
be wholly adequate without the other. Many students in
the collegiate program, for example, need the vocational
program as part of their technical preparation and as an
alternative in case their abilities do not warrant pursuit of
an academic program. All the vocational programs will
probably require some work in the academic areas, and
guidance services help to place the student where he
belongs.

"It is the considered judgement of these con-
sultants that the site of the college should be located in an
area between Eugene and Springfield and should contain
not less than 40 acres of land. lt is the further judgement
of the consultants based upon the careful study that has
been made, that this community can ill afford to wait, con-
sidering the social pressures that confront it and the
needs and interests of its post-high school youth."

Or exactly what 0. D. Adams had in mind all
along. The study, similar to the one made in 1937 by the
State Department for Vocational Education that resulted
in the Eugene Vocational School, set the tone for the final
few years of the school.

While it was more or less business as usual at Se-
92 cond and Monroe, former Springfield High School prin-



cipal and superintendent of the Lane Intermediate Educa-
tion District Dale Parnell attempted to drum up support
for the community college idea among the county's
superintendents. The superintendents were intrigued,
and decided to form a committee to look into the matter.

It wasn't long, however, before the committee
members discovered that the project was bigger than
they felt they could handle in their spare time and they
came to the consensus that it was a full-time job. So they
looked to another Springfield educator, curriculum
developer Bert Dotson.

Dotson was given a leave of absence from
Springfield in 1964 at a salary of a nickle per student from
each district. The nickle ante would buy them something
less than a fully-operational community college, but it
would, in the space of less than a year, put them awfully
close.

Dotson did not waste any time. One of his first
priorities was to develop what would serve as the new
community colleges "district', a geographic and
economic area that would help support the new school
through its property taxes and would be first in line to
receive its benefits.

Lane County was automatically included in the
district, which unlike ETVS, was not confined to the limits
of 4-J. Harrisburg, at the southern tip of Linn County,
wanted in, too, feeling that its primary trade area was
Eugene rather than Albany. Ditto Monroe, in Benton
County. Originally, however, Monroe was denied its re-
quest and it was not until mid-summer 1964 that it was ad-
mitted.

To the west. Florence was in a bit of a spot.
Although it was a Lane County city it had already been in-
cluded in the new Southwestern Oregon Community
College district in Coos Bay. Enough citizens in Florence
felt the towns ties were closer to Eugene-Springfield than
to Coos Bay to warrant an election over the matter.
Eugene-Springfield won.

The new district's boundaries finally firmed up
when the northern edge of Douglas County also threw in
with the proposed new college.

But beyond the primarily administrative task of
setting up a district for the new school, Dotson's major
roleand the one the districts were counting on for get-
ting their nickel's worthwas to lobby for the college. to
get the community behind it.

During the spring and early summer of 1964. at
about the same time Roger Hoglurn was writing an 93



educational television guide for the U.S. government, Dot-
son stumped the county. A petition had already been
accepted on June 2 by the State Board of Education to es-
tablish a Community College, and a public hearing was
held on the matter at ETVS June 30. The ball, as they say,
was rolling.

On July 16, the State Board set a date and "made
an order" stipulating that 60 days must go by to allow
time for appeals objecting to boundaries or zoning of
Board (of Education) members. If no one objected by
Sept. 14, said the Board, the order would automatically be
final.

Meanwhile Dotson whistlestopped around the
county, hitting many of the groups and organizations that
the original EVS survey team had met with in 1937.
Tirelessly he spoke about and fielded questions concer-
ning the proposed college.

There was more curiosity than opposition. No one
seemed to know exactly what a community college was.
Fewer yet knew what it wasn't. It wasn't, for instance, a "-
junior college", which, in the classic sense, offers only
lower division college transfer courses. Nor was it a
vocational school.

What it was, Dotson told them, was a combination
of the twoplus some. The "plus some" was the unknown
that even Dotson and other long-time educators couldn't
completely pinpoint. It was the "community" in community
college: adult education, which has few if any limits, sup-
port for community organizations, services and facilities
for anyone in the district, inexpensive programs for senior
citizens...and room. Room for the man who could not write
his own name and the man who could write it in six
different languages.

There was, of course, some opposition. Though
not much. Some people were worried that a community
college might Cut into attendance at private schoolS,
although no one from a private school in the area said as
much. Othersparticularly at the University of
Oregonfretted about Competition in the area of lower
division college transfer between the U of 0 and the com-
munity college. Robert Clark, then Dean of the School of
Liberal Arts at the University helped calm those fears.
Others were worried that ETVS's success in the fields of
vocational education would be forgotten, but a lay corn-
mittee recognized the worry and urged that vocational
education be given a high priority in the establishment of
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Strangely enough, no one mentioned the fact that
property taxes would go up.

On September 16, two days after the State Board
of Education's "bans" ran out, the Metropolitan Civic Club
released a study that, according to Parnell, locked the
new community college in and swung the tide irrevocably
toward it. The report, written by eight civic leaders, said
that a community college should be established in the
area, that it should be "based upon the needs of the peo-
ple of the community", and that it should "give first priority
and constant emphasis to maintaining the technical-
vocational aspects of the community college as the
primary purpose and philosophy governing the future
choice of curriculum and educational policy."

The study also said that "the Board (of Education)
should coordinate the college's technical-vocational and
academic courses and policy with the University of
Oregon and other institutions of higher learning, the
Eugene Technical-Vocational School, area high schools,
and privately operated specialty schools."

At the time there were seven other community
colleges in Oregon and "education centers"
(read: vocational schools) in Eugene, Oregon City, and
Salem.

After the Metro-Civic study was released, it was all
downhill for the new community college. In short order,
the boundaries of the district had been set, Board seats
had been zoned, and an election was held to technically
form the college and choose a Board of Education, head-
ed eventually by Eugene jeweler William Bristow.

Shortly after the Board was elected on October
19, 1964, Parnell was invited to address it on its, and the
college's role in the community. Bluntly, he told it that
many people in the community were betting that the
college would flop. Furthermore, he said, it would flop "if
you don't meet the needs of the people who founded you.
if you ignore those people you will fail. You must always
drive yourself back to your roots if you are to move
ahead."

Though It was prohibited by law from operating,
and therefore from receiving money, until the beginning of
the fiscal year in July, the new community college
somehow staggered along through the rest of 1964 and
into the winter and early spring of 1965.

The seven-member Board haggled constantly
over budgets; and early meetings were often heated and
stormy. At one in particular, Parnell, as the college's first
president, was on the receiving end of a lot of heat from a 95



Board member. Just as tempers were at their warmest,
Parnell felt someone tapping on his knee. Without losing
concentration he looked down and saw that someone was
passing him a jar of horseradish, and that on the lid had
been scrawled "This is a better brand than you're getting
now". The horseradish, and the message, had come from
Chairman Bristow.

While local businessmen were digging into their
pockets to support the college until it had a budget of its
own, Parnell was meeting with student leaders from the
vocational school to set student policy for the new com-
munity college. They had already been told that they
could switch to the new school by getting a certificate of
completion or declaring for an associate degree of
science or arts (just as the faculty had been told it would
be assimilated into the new college), and now they were
down to serious businessselecting a name for the
college and a nickname for its athletic teams.

Eventually, six names were submitted by the Stu-
dent Council: Emerald Community College, Lane,
Timberland, White Water, Emerald Empire, and
Whiteaker.

Laneafter Gen. Joseph Lanewas finally
selected.

As the new community college picked up steam,
the Eugene Technical Vocational school chugged along
on its own into its last year.

Most of ETVS's students were sticking it out, and
some, like secretarial student Laura Gauderman, would
end up in a year or so on the Lane Community College
staff. Nearly everyone was ready to make the switch.

But one old friend would not be going along.
Roger Houglum's brainchild and the first of what Bill Cox
called ETVS's three major educational under-
takingsKRVMwas staying. As it was licensed by
school district 4J, the educational radio station would stay
with the Eugene district and LCC would get its own sta-
tion, KPNW.

KPNW, while it was educationally satisfactory in
operation, was not particularly satisfactory in name.
Parnetl and others thought something like KLCC would be
more appropriate and, as it turned out, so did the owners
of a commercial broadcasting station called KPIR.

KPIR s increase in power to a whopping 50000
watts prompted the station's owners to seek call letters
they felt were more becoming to its position as a regional
radio station. KPNWfor Pacific North West was a
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It was not long before the community college and
the commercial station struck a deal: KPIR could have
KPNW if its owners would search for and secure the call
letters KLCC, pay the necessary fees, and get the ap-
proval of the Federal Communication Commission for a
switch.

After a search that went around the world, KPIR
finally found KLCC registered to an inactive ship moored
on the east coast, and the FCC okayed the transfer.

KRVM had come most of the way with the Eugene
Technical School. Nearly 20 years earlier it had evolved
from hand-me-down tubes and tools and the irrepressible
ambition of Roger Houglum to become the first of its kind
west of the Mississippi. It trained veterans of two wars
and, had it stuck around, would have had a crack at those
of a third. It was KRVM as much as any other facet of
ETVS (except maybe Art dough, who was in a class all by
himself) that displayed the vocational school's spirit and
worth. Like all of ETVS's educational enterprises, KRVM
paid its way in human as well as economic terms.

Hundreds of KRVM-trained announcers,
salesmen and technicians found jobs in an industry that
really only started to take off after World War II, and
thousands upon thousands of Eugene and Springfield
public school students learned through KRVM the lives of
American presidents, a little appreciation of classical
music, and fire safety at home and at play. KRVM, like
ETVS, had something for everyone.

That was the whole idea behind the Eugene
Technical Vocational School. For nearly 30 years It
provided what it felt its community neededmechanics,
window dressers, sales clerks, photographers, welders,
nurses, cabinet makers, draftsmen, wood carvers, cooks,
radio announcers, and carpenters.

At times it poured it on, and at times it laid back
waiting to see which turn it should take next. Always flex-
ible, the vocational school stuck closely to the idea that it
was the property of those who used it and of those who
gained from it.

The idea worked, worked because of the unique
forsight of O.D. Adams, Lillian Van Loan, the various
Eugene school boards which at first accepted then con-
tinued to support the school, Bill Cox, and the dozens of
others who had a hand in shaping and directing the
school

It also worked because of the unique quality of the
community the school was in, a community old-fashioned
enough to know the value of skilled labor to an economy 97



and farsighted enough to know it had a responsibility to
teach those skills. And it worked because of the unique
tempo of the times. The vocational school was born dur-
ing a time of economic disaster, a time when an entire
generation of the world's population was on the verge of
collapse. Then, before it could think of growing up, it
already hadrolling through the furious pace of a world
war and then sailing in to an economy gone crazy, in-
discriminately gobbling up anyone who could feed it with
a skill it needed.

Later, in the fifties, the economy slacked off, the
demand for skilled trades did likewise, and the vocational
school regrouped with community-oriented adult educa-
tion classes and a smaller curriculum to match a shrinking
student body.

But before it could grow old, the vocational school
found itself in the middle of a cold war when the nation
was again clamoring for technicians and skilled workers,
and ETVS entered middle age healthy once more.

Through all of that, the vocational school stuck
closely to the ideaan idea that never changed in nearly
30 yearsthat anyone who needed its help would get it.
To accurately assess how well the vocational school pull-
ed off its promise to the community you only have to look
at its former students, at a community college which grew
from it, and at something the Eugene Register-Guard said
about it 27 years ago:

"Although the school was a Eugene undertaking,
it soon became apparent that it should serve the region.
People, young and old began to flock to it with
problemsnot only 'working people' seeking to adjust to
changing industry, but business and professional people
seeking to 'pick up some little manual skill.' We heard this
one time:

"VISITOR: Mrs. Van Loan, can you define the
educational philosophy of this school?

"MRS. VAN LOAN: It's to try to find an answer for
anybody who comes through that door, rich or poor, from
17 to 70.

"Shortly after Pearl Harbor, when the great rush of
war training was on we saw this philosophy exemplified In
one of Art Clough s mock-up classes where he first tries
to find out if the pupil has any 'feeling in the fingers'. Two
elderly women were there. One was a grim, iron-gray per-
son, intent upon blue print training:

'"What's that woman doing?'
98 '"She lost somebody at Pearl Harbor and she



aims to get even. She's good. We're sending her to Boe-
ing' (where she became a department supervisor).

"The other was a sweet-faced silvery grandmother
who was twisting something like a table leg out of a wood
lathe.

"What can you make out of that sweet old per-
son?'

"Well, doggonit, we haven't figured that out yet.
She came in here the other day and told Lillian: 'Let me
do something. I get so darned sick of sitting around the
hotel and playing bridge with other idle old women'. If she
Just finds some happiness in it, why isn't that enough?'

"You could fill a book with Vocational School
tales.the eminent child psychologist who gave up writing
a book to get a little first hand experience in the school's
day nursery, a dairy helper who moved to town with wife
and kids and proved that he could be a top-flight
mechanic 'with just a little learnin'.

"On its tenth anniversary this school is still only at
the beginnings. Director L.L. Erdmarin and his staff face
even greater challenges than those which faced the first
Instructors. This school is one of the nation's most in-
teresting experiments in the 'dark continent' of 'adult
education'.

"Some day maybe It should have a fine modern,
fireproof plant, but that can wait. The vital force in this
schooland in all educationis THE IDEA."
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Appendix

Art CIollh:
[TVS ResMeni Genius

Close to 80 years have passed since Art dough
drifted across the continent from the Missouri prairie to
deep water at Be//in gham where he watched scooners uii-
der sail, rolling heavily in the harbor, their holds filled with
lumber for Australia.

Green then, he is an old man now, living in a trailer
too small to be ca/led a mobile home, close to his family
on a farm west of Eugene. Around him he has his clutter,
his work, and next door, his shop. His dog yaps at
strangers driving up the gravel road. Proverbially, he is
the dog with a bark much worse than his bite.

Art, himself, is stooped with the years. Hair gray-
ing, slightly receeding, it slops over his ears and pushes
up against his co//ar. He chain smokes Kool
cigarettesthe ones without the filters. And his pants are
a little bit baggy and his shoes are the kind of brown that
can only be described as brown.

Above the stubble on his face are the livliest eyes
you ever saw. Classroom keen, they are still quick,
penetrating, and, like the kindly cobbler in second-grade
readers, twinkling.

The eyes carry the message. The raspy voice tells
the story:

From where he lived and went to school the
Missouri prairie butted up against the timber which broke
thick and green toward the Mississippi Art went to one of
those little country schools that don t exist much anymore
Some of them are better gonetheir students could recite
Crossing the Bar but they could not think for
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It had one teacher, a man named Julius. Julius lik-
ed Art and thought he was bright, bright enough to grasp
not only the Three A's, but also bright enough to see how
they fit in with the remainder of the scheme of things. Like
good old hard work.

Like the good teacher he was, Julius drew Art
closer and closer to the brink of discovery. Then, like the
good teacher he was, he turned him loose.

Once loose, Art fell into it. Using mathematics as a
point of departure, Art whiled his afternoons in Julius's
private woodworking shop, eventually tieing the two
together. In time he and a friend fashioned woodcarvings
using what they had learned in Julius' math sessions.
Later they turned out teaching aids, utilizing wood cuts
and puzzles to explain the likes of square and cube roots.

More than 70 years later, Art remembers the dis-
coveries in Julius's woodshop and in his classroom as the
ultimate secret to education: it all relates, it all works, and
it's all necessary.

But at the turn of the century, even that marvelous
discovery did not prevent young Art dough from being
nervous about the world In which he was growing up.

His father, a nomadic man descended from ship-
builders and loggers, recounted the horror of the
passenger pigeon to his young son, and how, as a young
man in Wisconsin, he had seen the slaughter of millions of
the birds until there were no more. His father also told him
of the hundreds of miles of Wisconsin timber which had
been systematically stripped from the land until there was
little of that left, either.

In his own memory, Art remembers rolling across
the fresh-cut prairie with his mother, bouncing along
dumbfounded as the buggy passed mile after mile of buf-
falo wallows, evidence that the nearly-extinct animal had
once made the land black with monstrous herds
stretching to the horizon.

Neither Art nor his family could take it any longer.
Together, they moved west to Bellingham, Washington.

Art enrolled in another country school in the
backwoods near Bellingham just as the big timber com-
panies from the East were slashing their way through the
virgin Douglas Fir. His father found a job at a one-horse
sawmill nearby, then helped build another.

If the world around Art persisted In being im-
perfect, at least his educational world was sound. The
backwoods school he found himself in was even better
than the one in Iowa and his teacher even more corn-
mitted to combining manual and academic training than 101



was Julius. To top it off, Art became friends with another
bright youngster who was to become his life-long buddy
and confidantO.D. Adams

Together Adams and dough and their teacher in-
vented shop courses that complemented the traditional
Three R's, took advantage of what they learned, and sail-
ed through Bellingham High School with honors.

0.0. was editor of the school newspaper and Art
was his star reporter. One winter's night Art covered a ral-
ly of the local socialist party and, instead of writing about it
for the high school paper, submitted his article to the
Bellingham paper. Its editor, who was Bellingham's most
vocal anti-socialist, paid Art $20 for his story which was
more satire than storyand Art dreamed for a while of
being a newspaperman.

But the dream he stuck with was not one of prin-
ting presses and city desks. It was education. More than
anything in the world Art wanted to teach. He wanted to
teach the value of manual training, how it could coexist
with traditional education, and how it fit in with what he
came to call the "Golden Age" of America. He and 0.0.
made a pact: someday, together or separately, they
would find a Golden Place for their Golden Age, and,
together or separately, they would teach.

On the way to his Golden Place, Art stopped off at
New York Mountain.

New York Mountain was a curious example of the
reason why Art started looking for the Golden Age in the
first place. It is even more curious in that, without New
York Mountain, part of his dream might never have been
realized.

New York Mountain was actually several heavily-
timbered peaks surrounding a valley in central
Washington. The timber there had been overlooked by
the major lumber companies on their rush westward to
the coast, its rainforests and deep water harbors. But as
Art moved to the valley on his second teaching assign-
ment (the first at a country school near Bellingham), the
big companies followed him. They had virtually stripped
the forests bordering Puget Sound.

By that time, though, the Washington legislature
had started protecting its forests from indiscriminate
harvesting and had simultaneously started encouraging
local ownership of farm and forest land. The result was a
law giving preference to homesteads and private
ownership of timber claims in Washington s interior

The legislature, however, had not plugged all the
102 loopholes. One of the leakiest dealt with occupation of the



land claimed. There was, after all, a precedent. Andrew
Jackson had settled that a century before with something
called Manifest Destiny.

In Washington the final effects of Manifest Destiny
came from the unlikely place of The Bowery in New York
City.

While Art dough set up shop in his two-room
school, "homesteaders" from New York started arriving
and staking claims on the hillsides above the valley. For
each of them, it was the same story. They would remain on
their claim a short time then disappear, only to be follow-
ed by others staking claims next door, above, below, and
on the ridges to the other side. They too tarried awhile,
then left.

It was not very long before the citizens of the
valley caught on. The "homesteaders" were denizens of
The Bowery, ferried to Washington by an enterprising
lumber company for the single purpose of making what
amounted to a giant land grab.

Here's how it worked: as each New Yorker staked
his claim and spent the required amount of time on the
land, he was whisked off to Seattle, put up In a dormitory,
given an ample supply of food and drink, and counseled
on the legal obligations he had to his claimnamely when
he could unload it.

The moment he could sell it, he did. Guess who
bought it.

The valley's inhabitants were furious at first, and
frustrated about what was happening on the slopes of
New York Mountain. As the trees fell they took the only
recourse they hadthey taxed the living daylights out of
it; and before long the valley below New York Mountain
was the richest in the state, and Art dough's school the
fattest In the land.

With money behind him, Art bulled along. He built
a shop. He bought movie projectors and started using
motion picture films in the classroom long before most the
west had ever heard of them. He had lathes and drills and
other equipment schools in Seattle dreamed of. And in
the end he turned it all over to his Bellingham elementary
school teacher

At the expense of a Golden Place he was closing
In on his Golden Age

Happy with what he had done at the foot of New
York Mountain, but unhappy with what the mountain
represented, Art left Washington and drove south.
Toward Eugene
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Eugene was sweating under one of those heavy
summer afternoons the day Art motored Into the city, pull-
ing up at the public market on Eighth Avenue. Wagons
loaded with produce sat unattended, covered with mos-
quito netting to keep the bugs off. Art walked to
Willamette Street, turned left and walked south past emp-
ty shops and saloons, past flags drooping on their stan-
dards, and finally to the fire station.

There he found two firemen lolling in the shade,
talking. Where was everybody, he asked. At the fair, they
said. It was Eugene Day at the county fair. Nobody in their
right mind would be anywhere but the fair on a day like
this, they said. We'd be there too, 'cept we got to be here.

Art walked back on Willamette, turned on Eighth,
cranked up his car, and drove to the fairgrounds. He was
excited. A town that would shut down for a county fair
might just be his Golden Place. At the fair he jawed with
everyone he saw, found out that Eugene had a junior high
school, found out that Eugene also shut down for the
opening of deer season and hop picking season, and
found that the countryside nearby had never been raped
by the likes of Big Eastern Lumber Companies. In an
afternoon he knew it: he had found his Golden Place and
very likely had found his Golden Age.

Eugene fed Art's dreams. He started up a wood
carving business and made somewhat of a name for
himself carving Paul Bunyans for the lumber companies
in and around the Willamette Valley. It seemed, in fact,
that his fortune was to be in wood carving rather than in
teaching.

One of his carvings was sold to the powerful
Lumberman's Club in Minneapolis, Minn. at a time when
the lumber interests were desparately in need of favorable
publicity. A revival of wood carving, the club felt, was just
the ticket.

dough was picked to lead the revival. He was
commissioned to create some gigantic pieces for display
in Chicago and was given $8,000 to travel around the
world in search of exotic woods and equally-exotic car-
vings by other artists. Art was on his way to fame. Fortune
would surely follow

It was all very heady stuff for a country boy of
Iowa, and that s exactly where it wentto his head With
the check uncashed in his pocket Art agreed to throw in
with a Salem banker in developing a huge resort hotel on
some hot springs in the mountains east of Eugene. It does
not matter much now that the hot springs are under

104 Cougar Reservoir because before the deal could be pulled



off, the banker's brother-in-law skipped the country with
$100,000 that would have built the hotel.

If that was not enough, lightning struck again. As
Art was preparing to take off on his world cruise, a fleet of
Russian cargo ships pulled up off the Maine shoreline and
threatened to unload tons of unfinished lumber that, if
allowed to flood the American market, would finish the
U.S. timber industry in the East. With little fanfare, the
Lumberman's Club stopped payment on the check and
used it to lobby against the Russians.

With that, Art dough returned to earth and decid-
ed to try to find a teaching job in Eugene, possibly in the
junior high school. He had great regard for junior high
schools, feeling that in most public schools systems, that
was where students made the irrevocable break toward or
away from education.

But Art never got the chance. Christmas was clos-
ing in on a dreary 1937, and despite the gloom, something
was afoot in Eugene. What was afoot was the survey team
sent to Eugene by his old friend O.D. Adams, then director
of the state department for vocational education.

In three months the pact they had made as scruffy
school boys in the Bellingham woods would be fulfilled. In
three months Art and 0.0. would bring everything they
believed in to one place, the Golden Place, and embark
on their very own Golden Age.

Eugene would never be the same again.




